
 
 

 

How I Discovered the Club and Why I Stayed… 

I am not a sailor and never have been but I love the outdoor lifestyle.  So how come I 

spend so much time on or near the water?!  Messing about in boats or in the mud of 

the Thames and Crouch has been part of my husband’s upbringing and whenever 

possible he would head to crew for someone or sail his own boat; we moved from a 

coastal area to the countryside and missed the smell and view of the sea.  We noticed 

that the children could learn to sail at the Royal Corinthian with the Otters and 

thought that it would be a good activity for them.  Soon we were heading to Burnham 

each Saturday morning and all loved it so much we joined not just the Otters but the 

Club.  Being on the water was still not for me but I could stand on the shore with a 

clipboard and help out with admin…. friendships were made, fun and laughter as a 

family…the go to place to meet casually and enjoy the outside…crabbing, rowing, 

Otter Week, social suppers.  The children grew and headed off for their own 

adventures – university, work, family but the magic and camaraderie established all 

those years ago followed with them as the friendships were ongoing not place based.   

Messing about in boats definitely but be that for an afternoon potter or a race, on a 

paddle board, for a row or in a rib, all is possible.  So much more to do than sailing 

too; soon I became part of the shore side life – there is much going on… events, 

flower arrangements, race management, walking, cycling, bridge … friends to make 

to enjoy a coffee with or share lunch or supper whilst sitting on the balcony enjoying 

the river and the amazing sunsets.   

The Club may look intimidating from the outside…it is a large white, historic building 

sitting majestically on the riverside with only two doors to let you in …but I assure you 

it is worth that first look as inside there is a different, very inclusive world.  

Mary Makey (joined 1993) 


